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About This Game

Hunt down the killer who murdered the Wolf god! As Wolf's last avatar before his assassination, will you revive your god, take
revenge on his killer, or destroy the pantheon and bring about a new order?

Avatar of the Wolf is a 135,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Bendi Barrett. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

In a savage land where the gods manipulate mortals like pawns on a chess board, Wolf's divine power controlled you and
protected you. But since Wolf's death, the eyes of Hawk, Spider, Bear, Gazelle, and Eel are upon you. The embers of Wolf's

power still burn within you; your remnants of divinity threaten to topple the pantheon.

Forsake the gods and join the Rising Sun, a heretical sect that defies divine rule. Embrace the anarchic, self-serving ethos of
Spider and her seductive avatar. Obey Wolf's feral impulses and slaughter your enemies as head of the last Wolf enclave, or

forge a lasting peace without spilling a drop of blood.

The gods are fading. Will you hasten their demise or harness their divine power?

 Play as male, female, or agender, straight, gay, bi, or asexual.

 Discover the secret behind the disappearance of Wolf, your patron god
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 Take up the mantle of your savage missing god, or strike out on your own path

 Receive the blessings of the Spider, Bear, and Eel gods... by force, if necessary

 Ally with the followers of Wolf or join up with the god-hating Rising Sun

 Convince the head of the Wolf enclave to recognize your superior power or lead alongside them

 Choose to survive peaceably in this brutal world, without taking a single life

 Impress the pantheon of animal gods, reject their rule, or usurp them altogether
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Nice way to loose a great portion of time.. Do not buy this game, it is bad, very bad. The first 2 hours were cool and then you
just get repetitive new levels with new moves that wear thin after the first two uses, don't waste your time. The most I got out of
the games was the trading cards which went for nothing anyway. Boring and repetitive to sum it all up.. I tried the game on my
windows hp mixed reality headset
As with other vr games that don't support wmr i had vive controllers
I would like to see wmr support come before the game leaves early access

For $6 it's a good deal but i would find it hard to recommend if the price goes above that due to lack of content

I encounted a few bugs, glitches and stutteres but nothing game breaking

I would be nice to have a little tuorial at the start of each mini-game explaining what your meant to do as some can be quite
confusing.. Bought this game in sale and you know what? It's very solid.
I was looking into some action adventure, this game looked interesting enough and the toon effect reminds me to borderland so..
why not?
Result: wasn't expecting much but this game impressed me a lot.
Nice atmosphere, the action plays better then expected, using the blade is fun and the puzzles are very well done.
Cons? The graphic has style but maybe not the best (at least not the usual 2D game) but I think is more then enough.
Many people wrote that the walking is slow.. it's sure not fast but for me it's super ok.
Btw: it runs also with my super cheap GPU so that's also cool.. Probably the Best steam locomotive in the TS I played ever.
Even considering that perfect graphics and textures are from 2012, the overall feeling and experience is satisfied much more,
than in others I played. Even taking in account that they represent different steam locomotive classes (passenger) and have
different sizes of boiler and driving wheels, they don't give a feeling that you drive a steam locomotive just because here the
most complicated part is starting, not reaching the line speed. The driving is not that complicated as in Pannier Class, but in the
same time provide you a challenge. It's the second locomotive from Classics (I do not have Pro series, so I can't compare them) I
ever played that really required me to play with the throttle and cutoff positions. Brakes aren't that rigid as in British ones but
still need to pay attention when choosing the train brake pipe pressure (the american diesel locos are much more easier, but have
a brake lag as a downside).
Unfortunately there not that many built-in scenarios available to drive this locomotive, probably only the workshop and
community ones.. Likes:
- The ambition and scope - it's pretty flexible, and there's on-ship, in-space and on-planet.
- Does something not really explored for many years - a bit of FTL, a bit of Star Control, a bit of Sun Dog Legacy, a bit of Star
Command

Dislikes:
- The interface is woefully inconsistent (on some screens WASD, on some screens arrows, on some screens mouse)
- Oh, and slow. Where you'd like a table perhaps you get a scrolling list of options in a speech bubble.
- It's buggy and inconsistent (which is more a limit of cramming something ambitious into the RPGmaker XP engine)

Overall:
- I rather like it, despite its shonky nature (that's the Star Command influence at work)
- With a better engine and more polish it could concentrate on the bits it does well, and let the engine handle the interface.. hey
we should code an entire versus mode in our game and then make it not have online capabilities, because everyone has friends
who love weird tetris knockoffs and playing them on the same keyboard on my laptop while i'm stuck in a hotel room all alone
because the train got delayed and i just wanted to play some damn tetris anyway the game is pretty fun but it has ♥♥♥♥♥♥
multiplayer and the ai's stupid 7/10
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Tis will become the new Bad Rats. Except worse.. This game does have older graphics but a few perks is a fast travel map,
interesting story and a all around not bad hidden object game. I recommend it to gamers who love hidden object games. I run a
high end system and was still able to play it will no problems except a little bit of graphic pixels at full window but no too bad..
Too good to put down! I loved fs 2013 and this one is even better. The multiplayer is great and super fun with friends.. It's a
great dlc! The horn is one of my favorites in the game and it actually comes with two horns. One for regular use and one for
inside Grand Central Terminal. The suppressed horn or whatever it's called is located at the bottom of the cabview like a foot
pedal or press C on the keyboard. The scenarios are great. The engine looks and performs well. $20.00 is very expensive so as
always wait for a sale to buy it. You will not regret having this for the NY-NH route.. GAME IS GOOD, PLAY GAME, YOU
WIN. To be fair I only played this game for 40 minutes, but since those 40 minutes were spent falling through the world twice
in two different spots, getting stuck on never-ending loading screens twice, and having to quit out of the game three times to
restart, I don't really want to play any more.
Especially since all the gameplay I did get a chance to see was floaty controls and stilted dialogue.
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